
4 different options

Bottlebag White

The BottleBag Pack is made out of 190T polyester 
rPET. One bag is made out of five PET bottles. It 
is possible to order the BottleBag in white with 
one colour all over screen printing.  

The size of the BottleBag: 47x29. The bag weighs 
46 grams. MOQ: 1.000 

Bottlebag All over

The BottleBag Pack is made out of 190T polyester 
rPET. One bag is made out of five PET bottles. It 
is possible to order the BottleBag in white with 
one colour all over screen printing.  

The size of the BottleBag: 47x29. The bag weighs 
46 grams. MOQ: 1.000  

Bottlebag PMS

The BottleBag Pack is made out of 190T polyester 
rPET. One bag is made out of five PET bottles. It 
is possible to order the BottleBag in PMS colour 
with screen printing.   

The size of the BottleBag: 47x29. The bag weighs 
46 grams. MOQ: 1.000 

Bottlebag Full Colour

The BottleBag Pack is made out of 190T polyester 
rPET. One bag is made out of five PET bottles. It 
is possible to order the BottleBag in a all-over full 
colour sublimation. 

The size of the BottleBag: 47x29. The bag weighs 
46 grams. MOQ: 1.000 

Bottlebag Pack

We start with 
the recycling 
of the PET 
bottles, 
which would 
otherwise 
end on the 
garbage-dump

The caps and 
labels will 
be removed 
before 
shredding the 
bottles

After 
shredding, the 
material will be 
woven into a 
fiber

The fiber will 
be reformed to 
rolls of fabric

This way, the 
newly made 
products find 
their origin in 
PET bottles

The BottleBag Pack is developed 
because this kind of bag is popular 
amongst children. For example, 
kids commonly use these bags for 
swimming lessons or school. We 
especially want to inform and inspire 
children to make a change and stop 
single use of plastic.

The BottleBag pack has drawstrings 
on each side, which makes it easy 
to carry on the back or around the 
shoulder. The stings are made out of 
cotton. The backpacks are made out 
of five PET bottles per bag and are 
easily foldable. The BottleBag Pack 
is made out of 190T polyester rPET. 
The size is 47 x 29 cm. The weight is 
46 grams. 

BottleBag supports the plastic soup foundation 

Five cents of each BottleBag goes to the Plastic Soup Foundation. 

The PSF stimulates all possible and innovative solutions that contribute 
to tackling the plastic soup at the source. The plastic that ends up in 
the environment and ultimately in the ocean has, in their opinion, the 
greatest impact on the environment and measures must be taken for this. 
This includes reducing the amount of disposable plastic by consumers, 
the development of reducing the plastic footprint by companies and 
coming up with smart solutions for collecting plastic in natural water. 

www.plasticsoupfoundation.org


